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Exam links 

Using this issue for Edexcel AS 
and A2 geography 
Cameron Dunn 

The table below shows the structure of the Edexcel A-level geography course. 

AS Unit 1 

Global challenges (2 
compulsory topics) 

6GE01 World at risk 

Going global  

Unit 2 

Investigating geography 
(1 physical and 1 human 
option) 

6GE02 Either Extreme weather or Crowded coasts  

Either Rebranding places or Unequal spaces 

A2 Unit 3 

Contested planet 

(6 compulsory topics) 

6GE03 Energy security 

Water conflicts  

Biodiversity under threat 

Superpower geographies 

Bridging the development gap 

The technological fix? 

Unit 4 

Researching geography 

(one of 6 options)  

GE04 Tectonic activity and hazards  

Cold environments 

Life on the margins 

Pollution and human health at risk 

The world of cultural diversity 

Consuming the rural landscape 
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This table shows the relevance of each of the articles and columns in this issue of GEOGRAPHY REVIEW 
to the Edexcel specification 

Article Page 
numbers 

AS A2 

Urban change in Moscow 2–5 Unit 1 Going global 

Unit 2 Rebranding places, 
Unequal spaces 

 

Question and answer Cold 
environments  

6–8  Unit 4 Cold Environments 

Everybody’s talking about… 
Consumption 

9–11 Unit 1 Going global  Unit 3 Contested planet 

Amrum: an island under 
threat 

12–15 Unit 1 World at risk Unit 3 Biodiversity under 
threat 

Development update The 
role of the media 

16–19  Unit 4 Bridging the 
development gap 

News watch Frack attack 20–21  Unit 3 Energy security  

The Jurassic coast: 
extreme weather and 
erosion in 2012 

22–26 Unit 2 Crowded coasts  

Online Rivers 27 Unit 1 Extreme weather  

Environment today Seoul: 
environmental issues in a 
world city 

28–29 Unit 1 Going global Unit 4 Pollution and human 
health, Unit 3 Bridging the 
development gap  

Rural rebranding: a case 
study from Shropshire 

30–34 Unit 2 Rebranding places  

Practical geography Rivers 
fieldwork: using the 
Bradshaw model 

35–37 Unit 2 Extreme weather  

Why is there horsemeat in 
our food? 

38–41   Unit 4 Life on the margins, 
Unit 4 Pollution and human 
health at risk 

Snapshot When the rain 
hits the ground: flooding, 
runoff and erosion 

42 Unit 2 Extreme weather, 
Unit 1 World at risk 

 

Urban change in Moscow  
• This article relates to Unit 1 Going global, the World cities topic 

• It also relates to the Unit 2 options Rebranding places and Unequal spaces  
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The article explains the recent development of Moscow during the post-Soviet era in terms of the 
process of gentrification and the development of gated communities and modern apartment buildings. 
It provides an interesting case study of urban development. Remember, you can view Ostozhenka in 
Google Streetview. 

Question and answer Cold environments  
• This ‘Question and answer’ relates to Unit 4, the Cold Environments option.  

This is an AQA question and therefore has a very different structure and format compared to the Unit 
4 report. Nevertheless, the questions could be used by Edexcel centres as a homework activity during 
the research phase when completing Unit 4. The questions cover both physical processes and the use 
and management of cold environments.  

Everybody’s talking about… Consumption 
• This ‘Everybody’s talking about…’ relates to Unit 1 Going global, as well as Unit 3 in general 

terms and some topics in Unit 4 such as Life on the margins. 

The article discusses the relationship between population and resources but also the growth in the 
number of middle-income consumers and their rising consumption driven by increasing affluence. The 
focus on the BRIC countries and ‘next eleven’ means the article is also relevant to topics as diverse as 
superpower geographies in terms of the environmental consequences of the rise of consuming 
classes. This article has many synoptic links to topics within A2 and AS geography.  

Amrun: an island under threat  
• This article relates to Unit 1 World at risk. 

• There are also links to Unit 3 Biodiversity under threat. 

The discussion of Amrun, an island off the northwest German coast, focuses in detail on sea-level 
rise. The glossary and definitions are especially useful as they differentiate between types and causes 
of sea-level rise — an area of common misunderstanding at AS. Discussion of sea-level rise and its 
impacts tends to focus on well-known places such as Bangladesh, the Maldives and Netherlands but 
small bar and barrier islands are likely to suffer equally badly (think about Hurricane Sandy’s impact). 
This article is useful because it focuses on the physical and ecological impacts of rising sea level 
rather than the human consequences. Those studying Crowded coasts could consider whether the 
island could be protected from rising sea level, and indeed whether it should be protected.  

Development update The role of the media   
• This article relates to Unit 3 Bridging the development gap.  

This ‘Development update’ might best be used as extension reading. The media are clearly a key 
‘player’ in development and have several different roles. In the developed world they can have a major 
impact on the public’s perception of ‘need’ and this is important in terms of aid budgets, types of aid 
and investment in the developing world. In both the developed and developing world the media can 
hold governments, aid agencies and TNCs to account in terms of development, human rights and 
environmental issues. However, as the article argues the quality and quantity of the media in the 
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developing world often makes this a challenge — or worse they follow the government line and fail to 
hold a magnifying glass up to the workings of power.  

News watch Frack attack 
This article relates to Unit 3 Energy security.  

This ‘News watch’ is very useful for anyone studying Unit 3 Energy security. Fracking has transformed 
the market for natural gas in the USA and has the potential to do the same in the UK and a number of 
other countries. Shale gas comes with a number of environmental issues, but the risks are uncertain 
and there is a lack of independent data that might quantify them. Fracking in the UK is likely to start on 
a large scale within the next few years, although as the article notes the process has been banned in 
France. It is worth keeping an eye on the development of UK fracking as ‘new’ fossil-fuel resources 
are not often discovered and rarely has the UK been so energy insecure.  

The Jurassic Coast: extreme weather and erosion in 
2012 
This article relates to AS Unit 2 Crowded Coasts and has some links to Unit 1 World at Risk in terms 
of landslide processes.  

Mass movement at the coats is often neglected as a process with students instead focussing on wave 
types and processes and marine erosion. In fact, sub-aerial processes are very important on rapidly 
retreating coasts with major retreat often occurring during periods of heavy rain and subsequent 
storms. The article is very useful in terms of definitions and outlining key processes and is therefore 
useful in terms of terminology for both Unit 1 and 2. The article is also useful in making the point that 
on most coasts, erosion and retreat are not continual – it tends to occur in discrete periods when 
conditions are extreme - in this case associated very closely with the instability resulting from very 
unusual levels of rainfall.  

Online Rivers 
• This issue of ‘Online’ relates to AS Unit 2 Extreme weather.  

Use this ‘Online’ to support your work when considering the issue of flooding within Unit 2 Extreme 
weather. There are useful links to flooding, physical processes and systems as well as management 
options.  

Environment today Seoul: environmental issues in a 
world city 

• This ‘Environment today’ relates to a number of areas of the specification such as the 
environmental issues associated with megacities in Unit 1 Going global, pollution issues in 
Unit 4 Pollution and human health and the relationship between development and 
environment in Unit 3.  

One way to approach this piece would be to consider Seoul’s progress along the Kuznets curve. It 
was one of the original NICs, and South Korea’s pollution levels were very severe in the recent past, 
as the article outlines. Some improvements have occurred, but as the article states these have in 
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some case, come very recently — such as the reduction in acidity of precipitation. The restoration of 
Cheonggyecheon stream suggests that environmental issues have moved up the agenda in South 
Korea. It is interesting to speculate on the extent to which China might follow South Korea’s path and 
gradually move towards a cleaner environment as its economy matures.  

Rural rebranding: a case study from Shropshire  

• This article can be used as a case study to support Unit 2 Rebranding places.  

The article provides detailed information comparing Ludlow, famous as a ‘food town’ to Wem, and 
explores the reasons for the differences between the two locations in terms of history, rebranding 
approach and locational factors. The article is especially useful for consideration of why some 
‘rebrands’ are successful whereas other are not, or fail to materialise.  

Centres may remember that a past Unit 2 exam question focused on Wem in Shropshire, and this 
could be used as a follow up to working with this article (see Unit 2 June 2009 question 4a). To 
download details of the New Economics Foundation Clone Town Survey see 
http://www.neweconomics.org/publications/entry/clone-town-britain .  

Practical geography Rivers fieldwork: using the 
Bradshaw model 
This ‘Practical geography’ relates to Unit 2 Extreme weather. 

This article is not directly relevant to this specification, although it does provide some useful 
background on rivers and river processes. It would be a useful read for candidates who have not 
covered rivers at GCSE or perhaps did not do GCSE Geography.  

Why is there horsemeat in our food? 
• This article links to Unit 4 Life on the margins and Unit 4 Pollution and human health at risk. 

• It is also synoptic, linking health and food supply issues, farming and rising affluence. 

Charging diets and changing farming and food-supply chains have all contributed to various UK food 
‘crises’ in recent years, although as the article points out food crises are not new. The article outlines 
the complex link between changing food and lifestyle habits and the rise of issues such as obesity. 
Box 2 contains some very useful ‘options’ that would be ideal as the basis for a classroom debate 
about ‘the future of food’.  A global perspective can also be taken; just as the UK consumer becomes 
more concerned about food and its provenance, huge swathes of the developing world are moving 
quickly towards the ‘industrialised’ diet of the West and all of its issues and scandals.  

Snapshot When the rain hits the ground: runoff, 
flooding and erosion  

• This ‘Snapshot’ is useful in many contexts, inducing Unit 1 World at risk, Unit 2 Extreme 
weather and even Unit 3 Water conflicts. 
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The process outlined is fundamental, and arguably has increasing relevance if rainfall types and 
patterns change and large areas of the world continue to be farmed in inappropriate ways, or 
deforested.  


